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Abstract

This paper identifies six challenges facing U.S. stability operations. These include issues of policy, leadership, civil affairs force structure, assessment, joint coalition operations and resource scarcity. The identified challenges stem from both the findings of the Special Investigator for operations in Iraq and Afghanistan and from personal observations from deployments as a civil affairs operator and planner. These challenges are framed against current U.S. policy, and department of defense, department of state and interagency capabilities. Potential remedies for each of the six challenges is provided, as well as suggestions for the way ahead for U.S. stability operations.
Stability Operations Challenges

This study identifies six challenges as they relate to the U.S. Government's recent experience with stability operations.¹ These challenges coalesce around issues of policy, leadership, civil affairs force structure, assessment, joint coalition operations and resource scarcity. Challenges were gleaned both from official evaluations of stability operations in Iraq and Afghanistan and from personal experiences. The intent is to provide planners, operators and policy makers with considerations to assist with decision making in future stability operations.

Stability operations are defined similarly across the spectrum of doctrinal manuals and policy directives, but for the purposes of this study the Department of Defense Instruction (DODI) 3000.05 specifies it “as an overarching term encompassing various military missions, tasks, and activities conducted outside the United States in coordination with other instruments of national power to maintain or reestablish a safe and secure environment, provide essential governmental services, emergency infrastructure reconstruction, and humanitarian relief.”² Stability operations involve many players, both military and civilian, and require as much coordination as any combat operation. They are also conducted during all phases of a military campaign, but are not performed to the same degree during each phase. The footprint of stability operations is most visible after combat operations cease.

There are five phases to any military operation, depicted below on Figure One. 

Phase Zero, also called the shaping phase, consists of those things the U.S. does continually through engagement using all the elements of national power.³ When not
part of a combat operation, these same actions are performed in what are coined Steady-State activities.\textsuperscript{5} Phase Zero bookends any combat operation, and signals either the beginning of an operation, or a return to Steady-State activities.\textsuperscript{6} In Phase One, operations aim to deter, deny and or dissuade behaviors not in the interests of the U.S. The goal of Phase One is to prevent escalation of tensions between the U.S. and other actors or nation states so that hostilities are not required. If combat operations are needed, the goal then switches to seizing the initiative (Phase Two), which includes deployment, forcible entry, defense and offense. Combat operations proceed in Phase Three with actions to dominate the adversary. During Phase Four combat operations are significantly reduced as the focus switches to stabilization. Finally, in Phase Five, the operation culminates after civil authorities are enabled. Phase Four and Phase Five were the focal points for stability operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. Due to the security
environment, it is questionable whether a post-combat phase was ever achieved. While *Phase Four* and *Phase Five* are commonly referred to as the major stability phases, stability operations run the gamut of phases, depicted in Figure 1 as either shaping, enabling of civil authorities or stabilizing activities. Specifically for Iraq and Afghanistan, the U.S. and Coalition made extensive efforts to stabilize, with an emphasis on reconstruction. Reconstruction is time and cost intensive, and can be more expensive than combat operations.

While recent research on stability operations has focused on combat operations conducted in Iraq and Afghanistan, stability operations extend far beyond the phases of an operation, to include:

“…a wide range of stability tasks performed under the umbrella of various operational environments---to support a partner nation during peacetime military engagement, after a natural or man-made disaster as part of a humanitarian-based limited intervention, during peace operations to enforce international peace agreements, to support a legitimate host-nation government during irregular warfare, during major combat operations to establish conditions that facilitate post-conflict activities, and in a post-conflict environment following the general cessation of organized hostilities.”

Although the range of stability operations is vast, they can be collapsed into several major lines of operation, with each tied to specific objectives and desired outcomes as depicted in Figure 2. The lines of operation are tailored to the venture and resources allocated depending on the degree of instability and on the gap existing between present conditions and desired outcomes. Unstable security environments make it difficult to ensure progress when conducting these lines of operation. Because stability operations are dominated by support forces typically not concerned with combat roles (i.e. Civil Affairs and civilian agencies like DOS and USAID), an unstable security
environment can frustrate and retard reconstruction efforts. This was the case during operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, where security was only maintained through the persistent presence of U.S., coalition or host nation forces. As the Special Investigator for Iraq Reconstruction (SIGIR) and the Special Investigator for Afghanistan Reconstruction (SIGAR) noted, unless the security environment can be ensured, stability operations will continue to be challenged.\textsuperscript{8}

The SIGIR and SIGAR produced the two largest reviews to date of our recent stability operations, and catalog the problems faced during the 14 years the U.S.

\begin{figure}
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\caption{An Example of an Operational Approach\textsuperscript{9}}
\end{figure}
conducted operations in Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) and Operation Enduring
Freedom Afghanistan (OEF-A). These two compendiums, as well as personal
experiences during recent stability operations, are used to highlight challenges facing
stability operations. These challenges are grouped into six areas, policy, leadership,
force structure, assessment, joint coalition efforts and resource scarcity. Taken in total,
they represent significant hurdles for future stability operations.

Challenges

In the last fourteen years, the United States has conducted stability operations
unparalleled since the reconstruction following World War II. In terms of scope, the cost
of operations during OIF and OEF-A far surpassed that of the Marshall Plan.10 Both
operations taxed the capabilities of the U.S. and its allies. Due, in part, to the length,
complexity and cost of these operations, the U.S. Department of Defense’s (DOD) 2014
Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) asserted that “…our forces will no longer be sized
to conduct large-scale prolonged stability operations…”11 Whether this policy initiative
will remain in place should we face another large stability effort remains to be seen.

In the 2014 QDR, policy-makers did not provide definitions to specify what is
considered a “large-scale operation”, nor the exact amount of time needed for an
operation to be considered “prolonged”. This is not surprising given that policy-makers
prefer some wiggle room, but it violates the concrete lines of distinction so coveted by
military planners. Yet without clear guidance, there will be confusion caused by the
incongruence of the requirement that the DOD must have the capabilities to conduct
stability operations across all phases within a policy that we will only undertake
operations (particularly during *Phase Four*) of a certain size and for an unspecified period of time.

While it is natural for the U.S. to be reluctant to undertake large-scale enduring stability operations given the experiences from 2002-2016, the U.S.’s current stance ignores the world we live in. Natural disasters can and will involve stability operations. In cases like the earthquake in Haiti, these can be large, long-term and extend in scope beyond a humanitarian response. Similarly, should a country’s government implode, the resulting chaos could be unacceptable to the U.S. and the world community.\textsuperscript{12} In this light, it would be better to emphasize that we, together with our allies and partners, will share the planning and financial burden of future stability operations.\textsuperscript{13} This recognizes the liberal view of nation states and the interdependencies we have in times of crisis.\textsuperscript{14}

As a potential solution, given the current reluctance to become involved in additional combat operations using ground forces, current policy should continue to emphasize steady-state or *Phase Zero* operations as a preventative means to head off larger and longer-term involvement.\textsuperscript{15} This would allow us to focus efforts to ameliorate the need for additional commitments. At the very least, it would behoove the U.S. to identify the potential costs of *Phase Four* operations so policy makers can factor them into their deliberations before the use of force is recommended. Although calculating these costs is difficult in advance of a potential combat operation, any estimated dollar amount would be superior to hoping stability operations wouldn’t be necessary. Lastly, the U.S. can work with its allies to build their stability operations capabilities, to include both civilian and military capacities. The U.S. relationship with the East African Union is an example of working with and through a Coalition to enable security and stability in a
Concomitantly, the U.S. should continue to work through the United Nations to bolster its humanitarian and disaster response capabilities as a means to further reduce any reliance on the U.S. as a primary provider of assistance.

Leadership

Irrespective of our intentions to not delve into “large-scale prolonged” stability operations, the requirements to conduct such operations still exist. Stability operations are mandated by the DOD as a key military mission. Guidance for who is responsible for the conduct of stability operations is specified in the same DODI. It asserts that stability operations are the purview of the DOS, with DOD agencies and subordinate commands as enactors. This guidance was revised in 2007 due to the realization that the DOS had limited means to be the lead agency during the reconstruction of Iraq and Afghanistan. Although technically the lead in stability operations, the DOS does not have the manning nor security assets and training to conduct stability operations of any significant size, nor does it have the personnel to coordinate large humanitarian assistance requirements. Instead, the DOS works with and through the interagency to leverage capabilities and coordinate efforts. This fact is borne out by simply looking at the numbers. Edward Marks wrote that “With approximately a $600 billion defense budget plus war costs compared to a significantly less than a $50 billion diplomatic and foreign aid budget, we are dramatically under-resourced on the non-military side of the equation”.

Unfortunately for U.S. stability operations efforts, misconceptions about the capabilities of DOS staffing challenge our overseas efforts. An example will bear this out. In 2013, the drawdown of forces in Afghanistan resulted in closure of many of the
Provincial Reconstruction Teams (PRT). At the operational headquarters in Afghanistan, the International Stabilization Assistance Force Joint Command (IJC) relied on the PRTs for the status of efforts in the provinces. When the issue of our loss of “eyes” in the provinces was reported to IJC in Kabul, the assumption was made that DOS personnel would remain after the PRT closed. It was then discovered that DOS personnel were departing the theater as soon as the PRTs closed. The reason was simple. There were only a few DOS personnel at each PRT and they relied on the PRT for sustainment and security.

Given current and anticipated fiscal climates, it is unlikely that the DOS will receive additional personnel to assist in future stability operations. One possible solution to fill the void during spikes in personnel requirements is to use a response force. The Civilian Response Corps is a partnership of nine federal agencies providing deployable expertise in international conflict prevention and stabilization. Created by Congress in 2008, it was utilized in Afghanistan, South Sudan, and the Kyrgyz Republic. The CRC includes personnel detailed from the Interagency. Unfortunately, the CRC has not received the funding to provide the force envisioned. Without a ready-reserve of qualified personnel, the DOS will continue to “flex” limited personnel from more stable areas to less stable ones.

One way the DOS could expand its influence to fulfill its role is having it work more closely with the U.S. military. The DOS could participate in Capstone exercises with military forces such as those at the Joint Readiness Training Center and the National Training Center. By participating in these exercises with rotational military units, the U.S. could improve working relationships between the lead agency and the
military enablers of stability operations. The resulting synergy between DOS and DOD interaction would enhance the reach and effectiveness of DOS efforts. At present, role players fulfill the roles of state department personnel at Capstone exercises. This simulates interactions between the DOS and DOD, but is less than optimal.

Additionally, members from the interagency should participate with DOD units in large training venues to improve crosstalk and to build relationships. The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) has a cooperation policy for working with DOD personnel. The rest of the interagency could adopt similar plans to work with the DOD. Furthermore, the DOD should have both policies for working with the interagency and training plans to involve them in stability operations planning. Finally, the Civil Affairs (CA) community should consider building liaisons with the DOS at the Civil Affairs Command level. This would build working relationships and reach-back capabilities for CA forces once in country. Recent efforts by the CA community to embed planning teams at the GCCs are notable, but similar outreach with the interagency would foster relationships that would pay off in times of need.

**Force Structure**

The 2014 Quadrennial Defense Review specified that “although our forces will no longer be sized to conduct large-scale prolonged stability operations, we will preserve the expertise gained during the past ten years of counterinsurgency and stability operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. We will also protect the ability to regenerate capabilities that might be needed to meet future demands.” While the ideals of this statement are lofty, it does not mesh with reality. We have captured the lessons learned from stability operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, but the only way to preserve the
expertise is with appropriate force structure and training, both of which are feeling the pressures of cuts to both budgets and force structure.\textsuperscript{26}

Although it takes a wide range of enablers to conduct stability operations across the lines of operation, the specialty of U.S. Army CA is in the vanguard for coordinating and overseeing DOD efforts. As the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan revealed, the U.S.’s CA forces were incapable of meeting the demands dealt by successive rotations. In terms of force generation capabilities, battle rosters were only filled over the course of OIF and OEF-A due to the significant use of accelerated CA courses to train Civil Affairs soldiers.\textsuperscript{27} The Army and its sister-services were scoured for personnel to go through short Civil Affairs mobilization-specific courses to anoint them as CA operators. These forces were then battle-rostered, used for deployment and then returned to their service to resume their careers outside of CA. This stopgap measure to create bodies met with some success, but such forces were often not of the same quality as CA operators with years of experience, and it did nothing to build long-term force structure.

Due to the shortfall of CA soldiers, the U.S. Army’s single Special Operations Forces (SOF) CA battalion was expanded to a brigade-sized element during the course of OIF and OEF-A. Additionally, an active-duty conventionally oriented CA brigade was planned and stood up, but it was never fully fielded. Several additional reserve CA battalions were also added to the force structure during OIF and OEF-A, but most of these came online too late to help in the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.

Unfortunately, the current CA force structure suffers from the same manning challenges that has plagued the United States Army Civil Affairs and Psychological Operations Command (USACAPOC) since 2002; namely, a critical shortage of officers
and subject-matter experts.28 The pipeline to create additional qualified CA officers remains too narrow to offer any resolution, and any enduring requirement above a brigade-sized CA force would again require mobilization-type qualification courses.29 One of the tenets of the Special Operations Command (SOC) is that you cannot quickly generate Special Operations Forces. It takes years to train and field an effective Special Operator. While most of the CA forces no longer reside in the SOC, the required skillsets are just as difficult to generate.

Partially as a result of the QDR mandate that we will no longer perform large long-term stability operations, the U.S. Army Structure (ARSTRUC) directive 18-22 deletes two battalions from the reserve CA force by fiscal year 2018.30 Additionally, each of the remaining 30 battalions will lose a Company. This will cut some of the “slack” existing in many battalions, and eliminate several battalions with chronic Manning shortfalls, but it will not correct the problem of vacancies for qualified officers and non-commissioned officers. Reserve CA is not the only force to be impacted by the ARSTRUC. The active army non-SOF CA brigade is being scaled back to one battalion due to less need for steady-state stability operation rotations.

USACAPOC either needs to find a way of increasing the rate at which officers and NCOs become qualified in the CA branch, or it should consider changing the Military Table of Organization and Equipment to accommodate different rank structures.31 At present it is a challenged Command incapable of building capacity, and it has too many vacancies at critical positions in the force.32 In 2015, an initiative was begun to create a new military occupational skill – the 38G. The 38G focuses on the shortage of functional experts, and will partially fill the many vacant slots at CA brigades.
and Commands. While some 38Gs are being added to the mix, recruiting was expanded from the already-qualified 38A, thus cannibalizing qualified officers. Moreover, the requirements to receive a 38G are only slightly less daunting than passing the CA qualification course. The solution here would be to reduce the hurdles placed on civilians in joining the ranks of 38G CA officers, and incentivizing the program. Expertise exists in the civilian realm but, to date, USACAPOC has not been energized sufficiently to capture it.

In addition to U.S. Army CA, there are limited sister-service CA capabilities. The U.S. Marine Corps CA consists of over 900 active and reserve Marines, the Marine Civil Affairs Groups (CAG) support Marine units during deployments. Unfortunately, they too face manning challenges, with 80 percent of the CAGs being made up by reservists.33

One way to bridge the gap in addressing future stability operation forces needs is to work with allies and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s (NATO) Civil Military Information Center (CIMIC) to build partner capacity to assist in stability operations. Because coalition efforts often involve nation caveats, it is important for partner nations to have their own civil-military trained personnel.34 One issue related to this came up during OIF. United Nations and other coalition civil-military subject matter experts (SMEs) could not enter during hostilities unless U.S. forces transported and provided security for them. Because Iraq was always considered a combat zone, these SMEs could not be utilized.

Assessment

The U.S. and its NATO allies have been involved in Afghanistan since 2002. While the U.S. contingent has shrunk to below 10,000 troops, there is no apparent end
to our presence in that country. Although stability operations have achieved some modicum of success, and enhanced the capability of the Afghan forces to provide for their own security, Afghan National Defense and Security Forces (ANDSF) are still too small to provide coverage for the entire country, and recent signals from that area of operations are not promising. Furthermore, ANDSF forces that have been created are sustained by donor nations. As the U.S. Army General John Campbell found, “I remain concerned about the long-term viability of the ANDSF. Succinctly, Afghanistan cannot afford its security forces – particularly at their present size. Yet their current numbers are needed to contend with the scale of the threat.” As a primary line of operation in stability operations, security assistance sets the stage for the other lines of operation. Security assistance is like the rest of stability operations in that results are often slow to materialize. As MG Semonite stated “No one can argue with ‘the nay-sayer’ that feels progress should be faster, but we need to reinforce those with a long-term vision, to champion those who know that successes come with challenges and to embrace those with strategic patience to support steady progress.” One of the lessons-learned in Afghanistan is that there was no specified time required for stability operations to achieve success and that mandating deadlines can create a reality gap between the way we want it to be and the actual conditions. Unfortunately, that realization does not always meet the expectations of Commanders. A case in point will illustrate this.

In 2013, LTG Milley (since promoted to Army Chief of Staff) assumed Command of IJC from LTG Terry. LTG Terry was comfortable with the progress of stability operations and reporting by the stability operations division was tailored to meet the level of clarity he expected. The quarterly reporting system to inform him of the progress
across the four lines of operation (governance, rule of law, strategic infrastructure and provincial reconstruction teams) was well established and linked to what subordinate commands were reporting. Unfortunately, once LTG Milley assumed command it quickly became evident that the stability operations division was not able to provide the clarity in progress across the lines of operation that he expected. While staffs began finger-pointing and planners shifted gears to try to gather the metrics that LTG Milley wanted, dissatisfaction with the stability operations division at IJC grew. Before long, the SES2 (Major General equivalent civil-service representative) heading the stability operations division was sent home, the division was down-graded to an O-6 Colonel billet, and stability operations were henceforth marginalized at IJC. The lesson-learned was that without expectation management and support from the operational maneuver commander, stability operations could not reach fruition. At the same time, stability operations must be able to articulate how they define and measure the rate of progress.

A problem in assessing our recent experiences with stability operations is our perspective. One cannot discuss recent stability efforts in Iraq and Afghanistan without comparing them to the Marshall Plan after World War II. Irrespective of differences in historical context, geography, demographics and economics, the tendency is to use the Marshall plan as a lens through which we view modern stability operations.\textsuperscript{39} Using that comparison, Iraq and Afghanistan fall far short of the success achieved in Europe or Japan. Nevertheless, analogies as mental models are as tempting as they are inappropriate for comparison purposes.\textsuperscript{40}

In LTG (ret) Dan Bolger’s book \textit{Why We Lost}, he attributes a lack of proper information given by the Generals to policy-makers as a cause of problems faced in Iraq
According to Bolger, it is the duty of senior military officers to offer sage counsel to policy makers. In this regard, if policy-makers had known the extent and time required to conduct stability operations in Iraq and Afghanistan they would have supposedly made different decisions. While hindsight is illuminating, it is a leap of faith to assume different decisions would have been made. Ironically, advice was given to the Bush administration of the possible long-term commitments required in Iraq and Afghanistan. But for every naysayer to the merits of a policy decision there are proponents with a can-do attitude. What we can surmise is that we will carefully consider the long-term ramifications of decisions to conduct combat operations for the foreseeable future. Just as our successes and failures in Vietnam affected policy decisions in the Gulf War, it is likely that the length and cost of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan will impact the willingness to commit forces to other hotspots.

There were also inconsistencies and gaps in how stability operations were assessed in Iraq and Afghanistan. Part of the problem was the nature of stability operations, which covers a range of lines of operation, efforts towards which often take years to effect. Moreover, in both Iraq and Afghanistan there was no model for what “right” looked like. Both countries faced challenges in the rule of law, governance and infrastructure development before U.S. and Coalition forces began operations. In order to fill the void in assessing stability operations the Peacekeeping and Stability Operations Institute (PKSOI) developed Measuring Progress in Conflict Environments (MPICE). Unfortunately, it was developed in 2010 shortly after their Guiding Principles for Stabilization and Reconstruction was published, and as a result was of limited utility in recent stability operation efforts. Additionally, while PKSOI is the joint proponent for
stability operations in the DOD, it does not have the whole of government lead in
stability operations, and as such efforts to measure progress at the DOD level might not
mesh with USAID and DOS vision.

Both the DOS and USAID have conflict assessment frameworks. Unfortunately,
neither identifies specific metrics that warfighters commonly use to track progress. The
MPICE is much more specific in this regard, and leans on survey findings to reveal
attitudes from the populace concerning governance, the rule of law etc. Regrettably,
while PKSOI is the Joint Proponent for Peacekeeping and Stability Operations, it does
not have the responsibility to train CA operators. That task falls on the John F Kennedy
Special Warfare Center and School (USAJFKSWCS), which trains CA and Military
Information Support Operations specialists. Furthermore, while CA doctrine includes the
concepts of measures of effectiveness (MOE) and measures of performance (MOP), it
does not include the taxonomy used in the MPICE. Nor is MPICE included in the
development of joint doctrine on stability operations.

In order to coordinate theory and practice, both the CA field manual and the joint
manual for stability operations should be updated to include the MPICE framework.
Unless CA operators and the larger joint community involved in stability operations have
a common structure for measuring progress in stability operations there will continue to
be a disconnect between “schoolhouses” such as PKSOI and USAJFKSWCS and those
implementing stability operations in the field. Additionally, the DOS must take the lead to
specify what “right looks like” for the operation. Without guidance on the goal of the
efforts, stability operations have no realistic aim point. The goals specified by the DOS
should also be socialized among the Interagency. Outside of the Continental U.S., the
USAID is very active to promote our interests, and often takes the lead in coordinating the stability operations. This creates a dilemma for stability operations forces. Because the USAID often has the money to create immediate impact, they sometimes can be viewed as the lead for the operation. Stability Operations forces must be trained to know who the lead is on stability operations. During steady-state activities, this is less problematic because the embassies ensure interagency coordination within each target country.

**Joint Coalition Efforts**

Although the U.S. has joint doctrine on the conduct of stability operations, we are likely to be involved with other nations and partners in any future stability operation. Each actor in a stability operation has its own set of interests, policies and guidelines. This is further complicated by the host of non-governmental organizations (NGOs), government organizations (GOs) and independent organizations (IOs) typically participating in a stability operation.

During complex stability operations, the range of actors involved can be daunting. While in Afghanistan at the IJC, a rule of law subject matter expert identified 47 different organizations involved with the rule of law in the theater. There was no single clearinghouse for coordinating rule of law efforts in theater across all actors, nor was there a harmonizing mechanism for synchronizing across the other stability operations lines of operation. CA forces use the Civil Military Operation Center (CMOC) to synchronize activities in a particular area, and NATO stands up Civil Military Information Centers (CIMIC) wherever and whenever appropriate. However, synchronization remains a challenge. In Afghanistan, each Regional Command (RC)
would coordinate with the PRTs to determine major efforts and report on activities. In reality, the PRTs were decentralized and conducted operations to suit the needs of the province, based on the national priorities of the PRT's funding source. While it is important to be responsive to local needs, stability operations strategy must be a top-down approach. All too often, operational level RCs merely gathered reports from what transpired at local levels. Although it was essential that ISAF and IJC knew what was going on in each province (in order to assess overall progress), without a directive strategy stability operations devolved into a series of uncoordinated activities.

One way to synchronize activities across disparate partners and levels of command is to create a shared view of stability operations. This can be accomplished by using Civil Information Management (CIM) to create a common operating picture of the environment. CIM is a relational database that can visually depict leaders, organizations, infrastructure and any other civilian-centric information about a given area. It can paint a picture at the strategic level, and offer specifics down to village-level operations. CIM has been used in CA for the last 15 years in SOF CA units to assist with the coordination of efforts. More recently, USACAPOC has begun providing CIM training for tactical units, but work remains to be able to use it as an operational and strategic capability. Nevertheless, it holds the promise of being able to coordinate stability operations at multiple echelons. This would require common software being agreed upon by all parties, and both a civilian and military understanding of what CIM can accomplish. At present, there are multiple software platforms being used, with varying levels of understanding of what CIM entails.
Mechanisms should also be established to assign clear lines of demarcation between partners involved in stability operations efforts, such as assigning police training to a specific country, or assigning governance capacity building to identifiable agencies/coalition partners. These lines of demarcation would exist within stability operations lines of operation and would prevent the sort of tasking fratricide present in OIF and OEF-A. A tougher task would be to de-conflict efforts across NGOs, GOs and IOs, each of whom have their own agendas and lines of effort. Again, CA can help in this regard, charting the efforts of the various organizations and finding common ground amongst organizations.

One of the best compendiums written about doctrine for stability operations and interagency coordination emphasizes the need for prior planning before conducting stabilization, security, transition and reconstruction operations. Although that study predates the QDR affirmation that long-term stability operations are no longer in vogue, it is a ready reference for identifying and resolving problems between the DOD and the interagency.

Resource Scarcity

The U.S.’s policy to eschew long-term stability operations post Iraq and Afghanistan is based on reality and interests. The reality is that the U.S. is mired in escalating debt and saddled with unfunded long-term social program obligations that will create fiscal austerity for the foreseeable future. In 2008 William Durch stated “the next U.S. Administration will face serious questions of resource allocation regarding peace and stability operations.” This will be as true for the next U.S. administration as it was for President Obama’s administrations.
Part of the cause of our distain for conducting stability operations is the nature of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, both of which bore semblances of as much nation building as stabilizing. Stability operations should not be confused with nation building. As Bullimore states, “The depth and breadth of activities involved during nation-building eclipses the activities of stability operations. Rebuilding states or nation-building is a controversial mission that because of confusion over responsibilities and our commitment to conduct these operations has limited the interagency investments needed to better perform the tasks”.47 Cavaleri wrote about the difficulties in transitioning between combat operations and stability operations.48 That difficulty is amplified when transitioning between combat operations and reconstruction activities.

From an interest standpoint, the current administration has emphasized “burden sharing” and “shared responsibility” both in strategic documents and in speeches.49 Resource scarcity is not only a U.S. problem, but an allied problem. Most of our allies are also enduring fiscal constraints. The questions that arise are what stability operations will we commit to and to what degree? Civil affairs missions are increasingly turning to steady state engagement activities consisting of embedded planning teams at the Geographic Combatant Commands (GCC). They are being used to coordinate and facilitate building partner capacity in everything from law enforcement to host nation stability operations capabilities.

The U.S. will, as a matter of necessity, increasingly emphasize diplomacy, recognizing that the “M” (Military) in DIME national elements of power is but one way to create effects. Diplomacy in DIME can also be utilized largely to offset the U.S. inability to throw its economic might around, but its effects are enhanced by the other elements...
of national power. By continuing to use engagement as a means to spread influence, the U.S. can mitigate some of the risk associated with not getting involved in lengthy stability operations or reconstruction efforts. The best way to accomplish this is by continuing to deploy CA teams to amplify the effect of steady state activities. The aforementioned use of planning teams at the GCCs and Functional Commands will also facilitate engagement coordination at the theater level.

Additional Recommendations

In addition to the above specific recommendations, the U.S. must build the force it can afford, rather than the force it wants. This relates to both interagency staffing and military force structure. The U.S. will have to prioritize. If the NSS says the U.S. must be ready to deal with humanitarian assistance and stability operations, then it needs to have the forces trained to meet those contingencies. If the U.S. plans to continue to use train, advise and assist (TAA) missions as a means to head off or mitigate escalation of conflicts, then this repertoire must be a primary skillset of the force structure, with implications for training priorities. At present, TAA missions are an ancillary requirement for our forces.

Military forces should train as we fight. Most units in the U.S. Army are returning to a garrison mentality. Combat Training Center rotations and other regional exercises with partners must emphasize the Joint, Interagency and Coalition aspect to stability operations that is the norm today. Forces should be exposed to the challenges of coordinating with those wearing different uniforms prior to deployment.

History has taught us that stability operations involve problems that are layered, multi-ethnic and complex. The U.S. Army War College’s depiction of the environment as
being violent, uncertain, complex and ambiguous (VUCA) comes to mind. Looking ahead, operating in a VUCA environment will entail embracing allies and partners to help them to solve their own problems. The U.S. national interest as stated in the NSS is to have an international order favorable to the U.S. This would be best pursued using a shared-responsibility model.

It is the hope that the six challenges identified above spur further thought and research to improve the conduct of stability operations. The problems identified are by no means exhaustive, but continue to be evident in current literature and during missions in which this author participated. Future research should involve the many partners working in the realm of stability operations, namely the interagency, USACAPOC, PKSOI and NATO, to create a shared vision and a way ahead for coordinating efforts. More importantly, training to link these same partners prior to deployments will amplify the capability of the U.S. during any potential future stability operation.
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